The Soho House Copenhagen art collection is comprised of 38 artists born, based, or trained in Denmark. Throughout the collection, emerging talents and museum-level artists alike provide an insight in the contemporary Danish art scene. Taking inspiration from the building’s window gallery, the artworks are presented under alternating spotlights, which emphasise the practice of each artist, creating a contrast between the outside and inside view.

Highlights from the collection include: ‘Ganymede (Jockstrap)’ by Elmgreen & Dragset, a work centred around the sculptural practice of Danish neo-classicist artist Bertel Thorvaldsen, in which the artistic duo brings to life iconic sculptures by dressing them in various articles of clothing that accentuates their nudity; ‘Gynophobia’ by Lilbeth Cuenca Rasmussen, a photographic piece based on a performance that explored the perceived figure of womanhood in society; and ‘Hand to Mouth’ painting by Farshad Farzankia where a vivid palette marries a spare iconography inspired by the language of Neo-Expressionism.

Introduction by Sara Terzi
Senior Art Collections Manager of Soho House
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With special thanks to Porsche, who continue to support the art world globally and powered the production of these special art maps for members.